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LEONARDO DA VINCI PUZZLE EXAMINED BY RESEARCH AND EXHIBITION OF BUDAPEST HORSE AND RELATED BRONZES AT NATIONAL GALLERY OF ART, WASHINGTON JULY 3 – SEPTEMBER 7, 2009

Model attributed to Leonardo da Vinci or a Follower, Italian (Italian, 1452 - 1519)
Rearing Horse and Mounted Warrior, cast 16th century or later copper-tin alloy with lead (bronze)
overall: H 24 x W 15 x L 28 cm (H 9 7/16 x W 5 7/8 x L 11 in.)
Szépművészeti Múzeum (Museum of Fine Arts), Budapest

The Rearing Horse and Mounted Warrior, a bronze statuette from the Museum of Fine Arts (Szépművészeti Múzeum), Budapest, is the focus of recent technical examinations by National Gallery of Art conservators and is also the centerpiece of a small exhibition, The Budapest Horse: A Leonardo da Vinci Puzzle. On view from July 3 through September 7, 2009, in the Gallery’s West Building Sculpture Galleries, the intriguing work is joined by two additional bronze horses and two warriors associated with Leonardo da Vinci from international collections, along with two Renaissance bronze horses.
by known masters for comparison. Illustrative panels present evidence related to the works' origins, including reproductions of drawings by Leonardo, x-radiographs, and computer models.

The similarities of the Budapest horse to Leonardo's drawings led to the first attribution to him in 1916. New technical evidence gathered from both the *Rearing Horse* and its accompanying *Mounted Rider* suggests that the cast could date from as early as the 16th century, although possibly some years after Leonardo's death in 1519. No scientific data were discovered that rule out an early casting date, but the origins of the clay or wax models from which the horse and its rider were cast remain a mystery.

The technical study and exhibition have been organized by the National Gallery of Art, Washington, in association with the Museum of Fine Arts (Szépművészeti Múzeum), Budapest.

The exhibition has been made possible by the generous support of Robert H. Smith.

The collaboration has also been supported by a grant from the Hungarian Cultural Center and the Hungarian Ministry of Education and Culture.


"At the request of the Museum of Fine Arts in Budapest, the National Gallery of Art is pleased to include the study of the Budapest horse's origins in its ongoing Renaissance Bronze Research Project," said Earl A. Powell III, director, National Gallery of Art. "We are grateful to Robert H. Smith and to the government of Hungary for making possible this rare opportunity to study and exhibit these bronzes together."
"The exhibition reflects an extraordinary moment of cross-cultural collaboration and new scholarship and a fabled Italian sculpture from a renowned Hungarian collection is now on view in one of America's finest museums," said László Jakab Orsós, the director of the Hungarian Cultural Center, New York. "We are so pleased to include the Budapest Horse as part of the Extremely Hungary festival."

**Background**

Around 1820, Hungarian sculptor István Ferenczy assembled a collection of sculpture in Rome, including a small bronze horse and rider that was acquired by the Museum of Fine Arts, Budapest, in 1914. Two years later, museum curator Simon Meller published arguments that this statuette, once prized as an ancient Greek work, was in fact a Renaissance bronze, cast from figures modeled in clay or wax by Leonardo da Vinci (1452–1519).

The case for Leonardo, though widely debated, has been taken more seriously than most attributions of sculpture to him. As part of the ongoing Renaissance Bronze Research Project at the National Gallery of Art, and at the request of the Museum of Fine Arts, Budapest, conservators undertook a technical study to investigate the materials and methods of fabricating the Budapest bronze sculpture. Procedures employed included x-radiography, alloy analysis by x-ray fluorescence spectroscopy, and three-dimensional laser scanning. The initial results, involving comparison with similar studies of other bronzes, contribute new material for the discussion of the question considered in this exhibition: do the Budapest horse and rider simply record inspiration from Leonardo's designs, or could they preserve the forms of a work from his hands?

**Leonardo, Sculpture, and Horses**

While there is no extant undisputed sculpture by Leonardo, evidence that he made sculpture is extensive. Giorgio Vasari, the Florentine painter and biographer of artists, reported in 1568 that Leonardo had modeled clay heads of laughing women and children; he also referred to a small wax horse by Leonardo, lost by Vasari's time but "held to be perfect." In at least one case Leonardo wrote himself a reminder to make a small wax version of one of his drawings.

Leonardo made ambitious and well-known attempts to produce two
bronze equestrian statues for the city of Milan, each initially designed with the horse rearing: the monuments to Duke Francesco Sforza (in progress, 1483–1493) and to the general Gian Giacomo Trivulzio (in progress, 1508–1512); however, neither of these challenging works was ever cast in bronze.

Other Renaissance writers, including the Milanese artist Giovanni Paolo Lomazzo and Florentine sculptor Benvenuto Cellini, mention small sculptural models made by Leonardo or used to work out compositions for painting. Lomazzo referred to a horse modeled of plastica (clay or wax) by Leonardo that belonged to the sculptor Leone Leoni. Rearing and twisting horses occur often in Leonardo's work as incarnations of spiraling energy, which the artist loved to make visible in depictions of curling hair and swirling water. Leonardo's drawings, full of movements echoed in the distinctive pose of the Budapest horse, are the main evidence cited to attribute the bronze to him.

The Questions and Findings

X-radiography indicates that all of the sculptures examined for this study were cast using the lost-wax technique, a typical method for producing small bronze sculptures, practiced since antiquity and refined during the Renaissance.

The Budapest horse is to all evidence a unique cast; its alloy and casting technique, although unusual in certain respects, show no inconsistencies with Renaissance practice, though they do also occur later. The greenish patina, exceptional for a Renaissance bronze, could result from a later treatment to make the bronze look ancient, as the 19th-century owner considered it.

The bronze reveals minimal attention to finish either in the model or the cast. Core-pin holes, casting flaws, and even the opening cut out around the tail for core removal were not repaired with metal fills. Only minimal tooling of details was done after casting. These features suggest more interest in preserving the form of a valued model made of fragile material, either clay or wax, than in creating a refined collector's bronze.

Although their consistent bronze alloys indicate the Budapest horse and rider were cast at the same time, the horse's design makes little
provision for a rider. There is no saddle or attachment mechanism (the present pin and the hole drilled in the horse's back to accommodate it are modern), and the smaller scale of the rider makes a questionable fit for the horse. These factors raise the possibility that the model for the rider was provided later by a different artist to lend narrative interest to a preexisting horse. To invite consideration of this possibility, the National Gallery of Art will display the horse and rider separately for the first time.

*Rearing Horse*, lent from The Metropolitan Museum of Art, and first recorded in 1925, seems to be based on the Budapest horse. A three-dimensional comparison of the two horses indicated that the wax model for the New York horse was probably cast in molds taken from the Budapest bronze, with some alterations to the pose and details. While copper alloys comparable to the high-zinc composition of the New York horse can be found in some Renaissance sculptures, its thin metal walls and the high-melting solder used in its fabrication point to technologies available only since the 19th century.

A smaller bronze *Rearing Horse* from The Hunt Museum in Limerick, Ireland, first documented in 1966, conforms more closely to the Budapest horse in some aspects of the form, but differs in alloy and facture from the other horses and appears to come from a different workshop than either the Budapest or New York versions. Alloy analysis revealed an absence of typical Renaissance trace elements, such as silver, suggesting that the Limerick horse may have been cast following the late 19th-century introduction of electrolytic refining of metals.

*The Cowering Warrior* from the Poldi Pezzoli Museum in Milan, inventoried in 1816 in an old Milanese collection, corresponds closely to a small figure in an engraving made in c. 1500 that records four of Leonardo's designs of 1483/1493 for an equestrian monument planned for Milan. Its alloy composition is not typical for Italian Renaissance sculpture, but has been more commonly observed in northern European casts from the same period. With its assured but simplified anatomy and expressive face, the diminutive, solid-cast warrior could exemplify direct casting of small wax models produced in Leonardo's workshop based on his designs.

For broader comparison, the exhibition includes examples of leaping
and rearing bronze stallions from the Robert H. Smith Collection, promised gifts to the National Gallery of Art. One is by a northern Italian sculptor from Leonardo's lifetime, Severo da Ravenna (documented 1496–1525). Another, by the Florentine master Antonio Susini (1558–1624), dates from a century later. These elegantly realized works, made for collectors, testify to the Renaissance fascination with the problem that captivated Leonardo: the rearing horse as an embodiment of power, energy, and its challenging stance. At the same time, their more refined execution contrasts with the apparently experimental character of the forms, movement, and minimal finish of the Budapest horse.

**Curator and Conservators**

Research for this project and exhibition was carried out by Shelley Sturman, head of object conservation; Katherine May, associate object conservator; and Alison Luchs, curator of early European sculpture.
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**General Information**

The National Gallery of Art and its Sculpture Garden are at all times free to the public. They are located on the National Mall between 3rd and 9th Streets at Constitution Avenue NW, and are open Monday through Saturday from 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. and Sunday from 11:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. The Gallery is closed on December 25 and January 1. For information call (202) 737-4215 or the Telecommunications Device for the Deaf (TDD) at (202) 842-6176, or visit the Gallery's Web site at [www.nga.gov](http://www.nga.gov).

Visitors will be asked to present all carried items for inspection upon entering the East and West Buildings. Checkrooms are free of charge and located at each entrance. Luggage and other oversized bags must be presented at the 4th Street entrances to the East or West Building to permit x-ray screening and must be deposited in the checkrooms at those entrances. For the safety of visitors and the works of art, nothing may be carried into the Gallery on a visitor's back. Any bag or other items that cannot be carried reasonably and safely in some other manner must be left in the checkrooms. Items
larger than 17 x 26 inches cannot be accepted by the Gallery or its checkrooms.
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Stay up to date with the National Gallery of Art by subscribing to our free e-mail newsletters: Web, educators, family programs, fellowships/internships, films, lectures, music programs, and teen programs. Select as many updates as you wish to receive. To edit your subscriber information, please go to our subscription management page.
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BIOGRAPHY: SHELLEY STURMAN HEAD OF THE OBJECT CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT NATIONAL GALLERY OF ART, WASHINGTON

Shelley Sturman is senior conservator and head of the object conservation department at the National Gallery of Art in Washington, DC. Sturman received her B.A. and M.A. from Brandeis University and holds her M.S. in Conservation from the University of Delaware. She is actively involved in the American Institute for Conservation (AIC) of which she is a fellow and a former director, the International Institute for Conservation (IIC) where she is also a fellow, and in the Washington Conservation Guild of which she is past president. Sturman also teaches museum preventive conservation at the George Washington University’s Graduate School for Museum Studies, Art History, and Anthropology.

Sturman has worked in the Gallery’s conservation department since 1987, and has collaborated on various projects, including the upcoming exhibition The Budapest Horse: A Leonardo da Vinci Puzzle with Alison Luchs (curator of early European sculpture) and Katherine May (associate conservator).

For over 25 years, Sturman has been researching Renaissance bronzes, including technical investigations of the Robert H. Smith Collection, promised gift to the National Gallery of Art, as well as sculptures in the Gallery’s collection and in many parts of Europe.

One area of special interest to Sturman is investigating the casting techniques of Renaissance bronzes. She has performed technical examinations on sculpture from a number of prestigious bronze collections, including the Museo Nazionale del Bargello, Florence; the Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna; San Marco, San Giorgio Maggiore, and the Ca’ d’Oro, Venice; and the Claudia Quentin Collection.

Sturman has published widely on a variety of conservation and
scientific topics and has lectured at major universities and international meetings. Her numerous publications include "Degas and His Castings: a Tribute to Anne Pinget" (2008), "Teaching Collections Care and Preservation/Preventive Conservation to Non-Conservators within the Museum Field" (2008), "Recent Acquisitions made to the Robert H. Smith Collection of Renaissance Bronzes" (2007), "The Horse in Wax and Bronze" (1998), and "Looking at European Sculpture: A Guide to Technical Terms" (1998).


Sturman’s honors and fellowships include the Samuel H. Kress Paired Fellowship for Research in Conservation and the History of Art (2000), a Presidential Citation for Outstanding Achievement, University of Delaware (1996), and a Robert H. Smith Fellowship (1991).
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